Using Two Independent Channels with Gateway for FlexRay Static Segment Scheduling
Abstract-The FlexRay bus is a communication standard used in the automotive industry. It offers a deterministic message transmission in the static segment following a time-triggered schedule. Even if its bandwidth is ten times higher than the bandwidth of CAN, its throughput limits are going to be reached in high-class car models soon. A solution that could postpone this problem is to use an efficient scheduling algorithm that exploits both channels of the FlexRay. The significant and often neglected feature that can theoretically double the bandwidth is the possibility to use two independent communication channels that can intercommunicate through the gateway.
In this paper, we propose a heuristic algorithm that decomposes the scheduling problem to the ECU-to-channel assignment subproblem which decides which channel the ECUs (Electronic Control Units) should be connected to and the channel scheduling subproblem which creates static segment communication schedules for both channels. The algorithm is able to create a schedule for cases where channels are configured in the independent mode as well as in the fault-tolerant mode or in cases where just part of the signals are fault-tolerant. Finally, the algorithm is evaluated on real data and synthesized data, and the relation between the portion of fault-tolerant signals and the number of allocated slots is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the automotive industry is evolving fast. Modern vehicles consist of many critical systems, like powertrain and chassis control or advanced driver assistance systems. There is also a huge effort to supplant obsolete mechanic and hydraulic control systems by electronic systems. Consequently, the majority of latest vehicle models will use x-by-wire systems (already used in Nissan Infinity Q50 for example) shortly. This trend causes an increase in the number of ECUs and also in the number of messages that have to be exchanged among these units. Therefore, it is hard for conventional communication buses, such as the CAN bus, to follow this trend. The FlexRay bus has been designed to satisfy such a demand as it is well suited for real-time and safety-related applications and provides transmission rates up to 10Mb/s. Its static segment with the time division multiple access (TDMA) scheme can handle real-time requirements, while the message transmission follows a given schedule. The interconnection with other buses (e.g. CAN) is usually done via a gateway node.
A. Motivation
In practice, the FlexRay standard has been used just for a few years, but its limits could be reached soon if we do not take advantage of all the opportunities it offers. This problem currently occurs in premium class vehicles because they contain a lot of advanced driver assistance systems that need a generous bandwidth. For example, data from an intelligent camera become subject to safety requirements. The same also holds for lidar, radar, ultrasonic and other signals which require deterministic processing. Some signals need to fulfill the fault-tolerant requirements while others just need to be transmitted deterministically. The problem with a lack of bandwidth is often solved by splitting the whole network into separate buses which are interconnected by gateways. Unfortunately, this solution causes synchronization problems when real-time constrained messages have to be exchanged between different buses. It is also economically inconvenient because an additional infrastructure involves extra costs. The Automotive Ethernet [1] , [2] could introduce the desired bandwidth, but it does not provide the safety by design in its 2nd generation. Thus, the Ethernet is still more suitable for infotainment than safety-related applications today.
One way to efficiently use the bandwidth provided by the FlexRay bus is to create an efficient schedule for the TDMA part. Another way, unique to the FlexRay standard, is to use the FlexRay channels independently. Despite that it can theoretically multiply the transmission rate by two, this property is usually overlooked by scheduling algorithms.
In this paper, we combine both ways to minimize the number of slots used by the periodic message transmission in the static segment and, consequently, to save the bandwidth for the dynamic segment.
B. FlexRay overview
The FlexRay bus has been designed with safety requirements in mind to comply with automotive industry demands. The bus offers two channels for communication: channel A and channel B. An ECU can be connected to both or just to one of them. At least two ECUs, called synchronization ECUs, must be common to both channels. The communication can operate in two modes from the channels point of view: in the independent mode (when the communication on channel A is independent of the communication on channel B) or in the fault-tolerant mode (when the communication on channel B is synchronized with the transmission on channel A). The faulttolerant mode is beneficial for error detection. However, faulttolerance is usually not necessary for all the signals and in these cases the utilization of independent channels can be an efficient way to save the bandwidth.
The communication on the FlexRay bus is based on communication cycles. It is possible to differentiate among 64 communication cycles which form a hyperperiod. In one Fig. 1 ) we can distinguish four segments:
• Static segment
In the static segment, the highly critical signals are transmitted using a time-triggered communication scheme. The whole segment is divided into static slots with an equivalent duration. The given slot is allocated to the given ECU in all the cycles. The data structure used by the ECU to transmit the data to the network is called a frame. Each frame within the static segment can be identified by its slot number and cycle number. One frame can contain more than one signal, but the sum of the payloads of the signals must not exceed the duration of the slot. The schedule decides which ECU is able to operate in a particular slot and which signals are transmitted. The schedule must be known for all ECUs in advance.
In this paper, we focus on the assignment of ECUs to two independent channels and the scheduling of signals to a particular cycle, slot and offset in the frame for both channels.
C. Related works
A significant effort was made to find bandwidth saving and safety-related constraints satisfying communication schemes for the FlexRay protocol over the last six years. The FlexRay communications system is described in detail in ISO 17458 [3] . In the automotive industry, this bus is often coupled with the AUTOSAR Specification [4] , [5] which extends the FlexRay standard by new safety-related constraints. Nowadays, BMW, Audi, Mercedes-Benz, etc. use the FlexRay bus in several series-production vehicles.
A milestone in the static segment scheduling area is the work of Lukasiewycz et al. [6] where the transformation of the fundamental static segment scheduling problem to a specific two-dimensional bin packing problem was introduced. The authors presented an ILP model and also a successful heuristic based on the first fit policy for the bin packing problem. The objective is to minimize the number of scheduled slots and to obtain an extensible schedule. A similar problem extended by time constraints was proposed by Hanzalek et al. [7] . This paper employs the idea of a two-stage heuristic, where, in the first step, the frame packing is performed and, in the second step, the schedule of time-constrained frames is obtained. Kang et al. suggested another frame packing algorithm in [8] where the best fit decreasing heuristic and the ILP model were utilized. However, the paper minimizes the number of used frames instead of the number of allocated slots and the period of signals can be an arbitrary multiple of the communication cycle. Tanasa et al. used the CLP formulation to strengthen the system reliability by the repetitive transmission of more critical signals in [9] . In [10] we proposed a heuristic for the time-constrained static segment scheduling problem that takes more vehicle variants into account and creates a multi-schedule for all of them at once.
Lange et al. [11] used the rate monotonic scheduling method for the response time analysis of the static segment. However, this paper requires modifications of the middleware. Bouhouch et al. described an analysis of Data Distribution Service (DDS) for the FlexRay bus based on the subscriptionpublication paradigm in [12] and Sojka et al. [13] considered flexible reservation mechanisms for distributed real-time applications. The concept of time analysis considering both static and dynamic segment of the FlexRay communication protocol is presented in [14] and [15] .
The methods described in the previous papers consider the channels to be set into the fault-tolerant mode. Thus, communication is duplicated even for signals that do not require the fault-tolerant scheduling and the potential to save the bandwidth is wasted.
It is necessary to decide, for each ECU, if the ECU should be connected to channel A, B or to both of them to divide the communication between the channels. A similar problem from computer science is clustering. Some widespread clustering methods are expectation-maximization (EM) and the K-Means algorithm [16] . Graph clustering and spectral clustering methods [17] are important for clustering problems that can be modeled by graphs. Another classical combinatorial optimization problem related to assigning items to subsets is number partitioning [18] .
D. Paper outline and contribution
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the FlexRay static segment scheduling problem for two independent channels with a gateway. In Section III, the NPHardness of the problem is proved, and the heuristic algorithm with the problem decomposition to the ECU-to-channel assignment subproblem (solved by exact and heuristic method) and channel scheduling problem (solved by heuristic method) is presented which are the main contributions of this paper. A computational efficiency and a performance evaluation of the proposed approach are presented in Section IV. Section V concludes the work.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The problem is to create FlexRay static segment schedules for independent channels that can intercommunicate via a gateway. Such a model is used in cases where fault-tolerance is not critical (a loss of one signal instance cannot cause a jeopardy) for all the signals. Our aim is to find a schedule that minimizes the number of allocated slots and, consequently, reduces the length of the static segment in the communication cycle as much as possible.
The configuration of the FlexRay network contains many parameters, which are not directly related to the schedule optimization process, such as the duration of the communication cycle m, the payload of the static slot h, etc. We assume that these parameters are given by network designers, and they follow the specification of the manufacturer. The set of ECUs N consists of three disjoint subsets N = N ∪ N GW ∪ N Comm , where N is the set of one port ECUs. These ECUs can be connected either to channel A or channel B but not to both of them. An ECU connected to one channel may need to receive data from the second channel. A special gateway ECU N GW serves as a mediator for such a data exchange between channels. The gateway has no own data to transmit. It just receives data from one channel and sends them to the second one. The gateway can interconnect the FlexRay bus with the CAN bus in practice, but it is not the subject of interest in this paper. There can be more than one gateway ECU to decrease the impact of the single point of failure problem when the gateway ECU is malfunctioning. This issue is tackled in [19] . However, it is assumed for the sake of simplicity that there is just one gateway ECU in the N GW set in the rest of the paper. N Comm represents the set of common ECUs. These ECUs are connected to both channels. According to the FlexRay standard, the minimal number of common ECUs is two because at least two ECUs have to be used to synchronize the network. The common ECUs can transmit their data to both channels, but they are not allowed to transfer other data between channels. The assignment of the ECUs to the subsets of N is given.
The data that have to be exchanged in the network are represented by a signal set S. Each signal s i from the set S has the following parameters: n i -unique identifier of the ECU which transmits s i p i -the signal period l i -signal length/payload in bits r i -release date d i -deadline f i -fault-tolerance of the signal RC i -the set of signal receivers
The n i identifier of a signal can be any ECU from N or N Comm but it cannot be N GW . The signal s i is assumed to be transmitted only once in the FlexRay cycle. Its period p i must be a multiple of the cycle duration m, and no jitter is allowed. Furthermore, according to the AUTOSAR specification, the period must be equal to m multiplied by some power of two (i.e. p i = {m · 2 n | n = 1 . . . 6}). The payload of the signal l i represents the data payload. The fragmentation of signals is not allowed and thus l i < h for all signals. Signals can be packed to be transmitted in one frame, but the sum of their payloads must not exceed the static slot payload. The faulttolerance f i of the signal is equal to 1 if the signal s i has to be transmitted to the both channels at once otherwise it is equal to 0. Note that if f i = 1 then n i ∈ N Comm otherwise it would not be possible to transmit the signal to both channels by ECU n i . The signal receivers set RC i contains identifiers of all ECUs that need to receive the signal. If a receiver is in a different channel than the transmitter and n i ∈ N then the gateway has to receive the signal from the channel with the transmitting ECU and forward it to the second channel. The signals transmitted by the gateway to the second channel are called signal images, and we denote them by s i . The goal is to find an assignment
GW
, where c i represents the channel to which the signal is transmitted, y i is the identifier of the first signal occurrence communication cycle (cycleID) in the schedule, t i is the identifier of the slot (slotID) and o i is the offset of the signal in the frame and, furthermore, to find an assignment
for images of signals that have any receiver connected to a different channel than the transmitter. Note that we can deduce the position of all signal occurrences in S and S (the set of signal images) from this assignment because signals have no jitter. No two signals are tolerated to be overlapped in the schedule for a particular channel. Therefore, it is necessary to know which channel the ECU from N is connected to. Consider the example shown in Fig. 2 . The common ECUs N Comm are highlighted by double borders. The ECU labeled as GW is the gateway ECU N GW . The ECUs from N Comm and N GW are always connected to both channels. The assignment of the ECUs from N to a channel is unknown (indicated by a dotted line in Fig. 2) and it is the subject of the optimization. Our aim is to find a feasible assignment in such a way that the maximal identifier of any used slot is minimal.
A. Example 1: Simple case with two cycles and ten signals
We introduce a simple example for a better understanding of the problem statement. The infrastructure presented in Fig. 3 , the reader can derive that ECU 3 and ECU 4 are connected to channel B, ECU 5 to channel A and ECUs 1, 2 and GW are allowed to transmit signals to both channels.
III. ALGORITHM
The design of the proposed algorithm is explained in this section. The problem is very complex because even the channel, which the individual ECUs from N are connected to, is unknown. Solving an industrial-sized problem by exact methods would result in an unacceptable computation time. Thus, a heuristic algorithm depicted in Algorithm 1 is used. The iterative algorithm is divided into three phases. In the first phase, the ECUs from N are assigned to the channels and the schedules for channels A and B are created in the second phase. The last phase updates coefficient β. The coefficients α and β are modifiers of the ECU-to-channel assignment criterion function. α is the weight of the gateway throughput penalization and it can be determined by a network designer. β outbalances the payload of the individual channels. An optimal result of the first phase does not ensure an optimal result of the channel scheduling phase. The balanced ECU-to-channel assignment (the assignment where the payload in both channels is almost equal) can still result in a schedule with significantly more slots occupied in one channel than in another. Thus, the β coefficient is recalculated to counterweight this imbalance in the next iteration. The new value of β is equal to the square root of the ratio between the number of slots allocated in channel A to the number of slots allocated in channel B. The actual schedule Schd is compared with the best schedule already found bestSchd at the end of each iteration, and the better one is stored. The stop condition of the iterative algorithm is met if the number of iterations exceeds a threshold or if the cycling of the algorithm is detected (the actual assignment was already found in the past).
Best found schedule bestSchd is returned in the form of a FIBEX [20] database at the end. The FIBEX file allows direct loading of resulting schedules to tools often used in the automotive industry (such as Vector CANoe).
A. ECU-to-channel assignment
Each ECU from N is assigned to a particular channel at the ECU-to-channel assignment phase. Our aim is to find such an assignment which seems to be promising for finding a good schedule in the second phase. It is assumed that if there is a smaller data payload to be transmitted in a channel, then the resulting schedule of the channel will be shorter. According to that assumption, the task is to find such an assignment that minimizes the number of bits transmitted in any channel. The problem can be modeled by a hypergraph. Fig. 4 depicts the example of a hypergraph resulting from the data in Example 1. Each vertex represents one ECU from the sets N and N Comm . The vertices are connected by hyperedges. One hyperedge represents an aggregated set of signals with the same endpoints. The endpoints are receivers and the transmitter of the signal. The signals s 5 , s 6 , s 7 , s 9 in Example 1 can be aggregated to one hyperedge e 3 because their set of the endpoints is the same: {3, 4, 5}. A payload of the hyperedge w e is the sum of its signal payloads. It is not necessary to distinguish between the transmitter and the receiver here. The task is to mark vertices which represent the ECUs from N . The marking corresponds to their assignment to the channels. The ECUs connected to both channels are not outlined (ECU 1 and 2). The ECUs assigned to channel A have a solid black outline (ECU 5) and the ECUs with a dashed outline are assigned to channel B (ECU 3 and ECU 4).
The criterion value of the given ECU-to-channel assignment is evaluated in the following way: If no endpoint of the hyperedge is assigned to channel B, then the set of signals it represents is transmitted only in channel A and their payload is added to the payload of A (denoted as P A ). On the other hand, if none of the endpoints are in channel A then the set of signals is only transmitted in channel B and their payload is added to the payload of B (P B ). If the hyperedge has endpoints from A and at least one from B then the set of signals must be transmitted in both channels and traverse the gateway. Their payload must be added to the payload of both channels (P A and P B ) and the payload of the gateway (P G ). Then the objective is to minimize
When α = 1/ i∈S l i then the criterion ensures that among the solutions with the same channel payload, the one with a lower gateway throughput is chosen. The well known two-partition optimization problem [18] (deciding whether a multiset of positive integers can be partitioned into two subsets such that the sum of the numbers in both subsets is the same) can be reduced to the ECU-tochannel assignment subproblem in polynomial time as follows: Each item from the multiset of the positive integers is modeled by one ECU connected to a self-loop. The weight of loop w e is equal to the value of the item. Then the two-partition problem can be solved by an algorithm designed for the ECUto-channel assignment. Thus, the ECU-to-channel assignment must be at least NP-Hard because the two-partition optimization problem belongs to the NP-Hard [18] class. 1) ILP model of the ECU-to-channel assignment: The exact solution can be obtained by ILP formulation. The ILP model is presented in Fig. 5 where x i is a binary variable determining which channel ECU i is connected to. If x i = 1 then ECU i is connected to channel A otherwise it is connected to channel B. Variable u e,A = 1 says that hyperedge e from the set of hyperedges E is connected to at least one ECU from N that is connected to channel A (e.g. in Fig. 4 , u e4,A = 1 because ECU 5 is connected to channel A). Similarly, the value of u e,B = 1 means that the hyperedge e is connected to at least one ECU from N that is connected to channel B (e.g. u e3,B = 1 and u e4,B = 0 in Fig. 4) . In other words, the set of signals represented by hyperedge e has to appear in the schedule for channel B. Variable z is a slack variable that helps to substitute the max(βP A , P B ) statement. Note that ILP formulation only contains |N | integer/binary variables. The rest of the variables can be continuous because the minimization criterion ensures its integer value at any resulting solution. N e represents the set of endpoints of the hyperedge e which are from N (ECU 3, 4, and 5) and w e is the payload of the hyperedge.
Equations (1), (2), (3) correspond to the problem criterion. Equations (4), (5) and (6) calculate the values of P A , P B and P G . Variables x i and u e,A are interrelated by (7) . Variables x i and u e,B are interrelated by (8) . For example, in Fig. 4 ,
e∈E w e · u e,A = P A
e∈E w e · u e,B = P B (6)
x i − u e,A ≤ 0 ∀{e, i|i ∈ N e } (7) x i + u e,B ≥ 1 ∀{e, i|i ∈ N e } (8) x 0 = 1 (9) where:
x i ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ N (10) u e,A , u e,B ∈< 0, 1 > ∀e ∈ E (11) The problem is symmetric because if all ECUs are swapped to the second channel, the resulting criterion value will be the same. This symmetry is partially broken by Equation (9) which forces the first ECU to be connected to channel A. The model is efficient because even if the number of variables is large (e.g. many signals in the problem) there are only a few decision variables (equal to the number of ECUs in N ) and |N | |S| in real cases. The number of decision variables cannot be reduced as follows from the proof of NPHardness. However, the maximal number of constraints in this problem is 6 + 2 e∈E |N e |.
2) ECU-to-channel assignment heuristic (CAH): Even though the ILP model scales well with respect to the number of signals, it may take a very long time to find a solution if the number of ECUs in N gets bigger or if the sets of signal endpoints are wide-ranging (which causes a large cardinality of E). It is beneficial to use a heuristic approach which finds a good solution in a reasonable time in such a case. It is even more important if CAH is a subproblem whose optimal solution does not guarantee the optimal solution of the whole problem. Thus, it is enough to have a good solution that can be obtained quickly.
The problem is similar to many problems from other areas (clustering [21] , [22] , [17] , partitioning [18] or scheduling on two parallel identical resources [23] ). We examined these problems and proposed our solution outlined in Algorithm 2. The algorithm is structured as a 3-stage local search. It uses a restart method which starts a new search from a random position of the search space to escape from a local optimum. At the beginning of the loop, the ECUs from N are randomly ordered to the list NL. Then the GREEDYASSIGNMENT function based on the idea of the List Scheduling algorithm [23] constructs an initial ECU-to-channel assignment solution and stores it into Asg. It takes the ECUs from NL one by one.
Input: N , E Output: Best found ECU-to-channel assignment { ChannelAssignment Asg, bestAsg; ECUList NL; bool changed; (Asg, bestAsg) ; end x ← 2-OPTALG(bestAsg); return bestAsg; } Algorithm 2: Heuristic algorithm for the ECU-to-channel assignment problem First, it tries to connect the ECU to channel A and evaluates the objective function for a partial assignment. Then it does the same with channel B. The ECU is assigned to the channel for which the assignment has a lower criterion value and the GREEDYASSIGNMENT function continues with the next ECU from NL.
The initial assignment is repeatedly improved by the EXCHANGEALG. The method tries to find an ECU whose move from the original channel to the second one would improve the criterion value. If such an exchange is found, the assigned channel for the given ECU is changed too. This process is repeated until there is no improvement in the assignment Asg. The newly obtained solution is compared to the best found assignment bestAsg. If it is better than bestAsg, the new solution is stored.
The 2-Opt [24] like algorithm tries to improve the best found assignment bestAsg at the end. It takes all pairs of ECUs v i , v j where v i is an ECU that is connected to channel A and v j is an ECU connected to channel B. Then it swaps the channels for both ECUs v i and v j . If the resulting criterion value is lower than the original one, the channel for v i is set to B and for v j to A. All the criterion evaluations are performed in the delta evaluation manner. It ensures that the computation time is not wasted on the recalculation of the whole objective function but only on the calculation of the differences to the original value.
B. Channel scheduling heuristic
The input of the channel scheduling consists of the set of signals S and the ECU-to-channel assignment Asg. The FlexRay static segment scheduling methods for single channel were already presented in a number of papers as described in Section I-C. The key idea used here comes from [6] where the similarity of the static segment scheduling and twodimensional bin packing problem was shown. An algorithm outlined in Algorithm 3 is used in this paper.
Heuristic algorithm for the channel scheduling problem First, set S is ordered by the SORT function and stored into the ordered signal list SL. The SORT function orders signals by a stable sorting algorithm according to their decreasing payload, increasing gap between release date and deadline and increasing period. This ordering was shown to return nearoptimal solutions in [10] . SL is ordered such that the faulttolerant signals are at the beginning of the list.
Then the algorithm takes the signals one by one from the signal list SL. The schedule SAB (common to both channels) consisting only of fault-tolerant signals is created by placing the signals to the schedule by the PLACETOSCHEDULE function in the first step. The PLACETOSCHEDULE function is a slightly modified signal-to-schedule placing function described in [10] . The function uses the first-fit based policy for placing signals to the schedule. It tries to find the first feasible position in the schedule (cycleID, slotID, offset in the frame) where the first signal occurrence could be placed. When this place is found, it is checked if all the other occurrences can be inserted into the schedule. If so, the signal is placed into the position. Otherwise, the algorithm looks for a new position. If no position can be found, it allocates a new slot and places the signal there. This common schedule is distributed to the schedule of channel A (SA) and channel B (SB). It guarantees that the fault-tolerant signals will be transmitted to both channels at once.
Non-fault-tolerant signals are scheduled in the second step. The DETERMINECHANNEL function determines the channel CH to which the signal should be placed (it can be channel A, B or both) for each signal from SL as follows: If all receivers and the transmitter are connected to the same channel, it returns that particular channel. If the signal must be transmitted in both channels then both channels are returned. The last option occurs when all receivers and the transmitter are connected to both channels (e.g. if there would be a hyperedge between ECU1 and ECU2 in Fig. 4) . Then the schedule of the channel in which the signal will be transmitted is chosen according to the current volume of the payload in the channels. The one with a lower volume is returned. The signal SL i is placed into the determined schedule(s) by the PLACETOSCHEDULE function afterward. Eventually, the signal image is placed to the second channel in the same manner, but the transmitter is N GW . It is necessary to satisfy the precedence relations (y i ≤ y i ) for these signals.
The described algorithm does not ensure that the schedules are feasible because the transmission of the signal image s i can precede the transmission of the signal s i (it means that t i ≤ t i ). This problem is solved by the REORDERSLOTS function. The function reorders the slots from schedule (SA, SB) to satisfy the constraint t i < t i . It also ensures that the slots with fault-tolerant signals are placed at the same position in both channels. The signal images can be transmitted only by N GW . Thus, the REORDERSLOTS function takes each gateway slot N 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm was coded in C++ and tested on a PC with Intel R Core TM i7 CPU (3 GHz) and 8 GB RAM memory. A Gurobi Optimizer 6.5 was used for solving ILP formulation. The experiments were performed on a few different benchmark sets. The first one is the RealCase instance. This instance reflects the behavior of the algorithm on the set of signals from a real car of our industrial partner. It consists of 24 ECUs and 5043 signals. The five busiest ECUs transmit more than 3500 signals altogether. Almost 65% of the signals have a period equal to 40 ms. The longest signals have a payload of 4 bytes, and each signal has two receivers at most. This instance was analyzed, and its probability model was created. A new synthesized benchmark set (Synth) of 100 instances was generated according to the probability model. The rest of the benchmark sets are based on the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) instances generated by Netcarbench [25] and extended to include information about the signal receivers. These sets are denoted as SAE 1 ... SAE 7 and contain 100 instances each. The instances consist of more than 5000 signals that are spread to more than 22 ECUs.
The SAE benchmark sets differ from each other in the distribution of the number of signal receivers. On one hand, there are about 75% of signals with only one receiver in SAE 1 . On the other hand, there are only 5% of signals with only one receiver and more than 75% of signals are received by four or more ECUs in SAE 7 . The instances contain no faulttolerant signals because the differences in the evaluations are most significant in this configuration.
The comparison of the ECU-to-channel assignment algorithms is presented in Table I . The captions of the benchmark sets, which are situated in the rows, are in the first column. The second column presents the criterion value of the optimal solution of the ECU-to-channel assignment obtained by the ILP. The value is calculated according to Equation 1 from Sec. III-A where the α coefficient is set to 1/ i∈S l i and β = 1. The criterion value of the ECU-to-Channel Assignment Heuristic (CAH) is in the third column. The triesCount is set to 10 000 for CAH. Column CAH gap presents the average optimality gap between the ILP and heuristic solution. It is equal to 0 for RealCase because there was just one instance and CAH found the optimal ECU-to-channel assignment for it. The fifth column presents the criterion value obtained by a binary genetic algorithm (GA). The size of the population is set to 100. Each individual is represented by an assignment vector of length |N | where each binary value determines if the given ECU is assigned to channel A or channel B. The GA is stopped after 100 generations or if the number of generations without an improvement reaches 20. The last column presents the optimality gap for the results of the GA with respect to the ILP. Table II contains the resulting number of allocated slots given by Algorithm 1. The feasibility of solutions was check by the inbuilt validator of Vector FIBEX Explorer. The lower bound for the single channel scheduling (LBSC) is in the second column. The computation of the lower bound is derived from the lower bound for the 2D bin packing which is evaluated for each ECU separately. The LBSC is then the sum of the rounded up lower bounds of the ECUs. The third column (ISSS1) contains the average number of slots allocated by the Iterative static segment scheduling heuristic after the first iteration of the algorithm, and the fourth column (ISSS1 GW ) contains the number of slots used by the gateway ECU. The same values for the best found schedule by the algorithm are in the fifth and sixth column. The Iterative Static Segment Scheduling heuristic (ISSS) uses the CAH for ECU-to-channel assignment with triesCount equal to 1 000.
The average execution times, in milliseconds, of each indi- % of co m m on EC U s % o f f a u lt -t o le r a n t s ig n a ls Number of allocated slots Table III . It is organized in a similar way to Table I. A new set of instances based on SAE 1 set was created such that each subset of 100 instances has a different percentage of fault-tolerant signals and common ECUs. The percentage varies from 0% to 100% with the step of 5%. Fig 6 presents the dependence of the number of allocated slots on the percentage of common ECUs and the percentage of faulttolerant signals from these ECUs. It can be observed that the results are strongly affected by the percentage of fault-tolerant signals for the case with a big percentage of common ECUs. Theoretically, the bandwidth used by a schedule with no faulttolerant signals is equal to 50% of the bandwidth used by the schedule where all the signals are fault-tolerant if all the ECUs are common.
From Table I , it can be observed that CAH finds a nearoptimal solution (about 0.2 gap in average). It appears that, for comparable computation times, the results obtained by CAH are closer to the optimal value in comparison to GA. Furthermore, CAH returns an optimal solution in 633 out of 801 cases, and its result is obtained significantly faster with respect to ILP.
According to the ISSS and LBSC results, the usage of the independent channels with gateway can save about 10% to 45% of the bandwidth. It strongly relies on the number of signal receivers and their diversity. It is possible to save about 45% of the slots if the diversity is small (e.g. in the RealCase). At the other extreme, SAE 7 contains signals with a lot of receivers per signal, and the diversity of the signal receivers is large. Therefore, there is a saving of just about 10%. The use of the iterative algorithm encapsulating the ECU-to-channel assignment and the channel scheduling helps to save about one static slot on average. The interesting observation is that it does not only help to balance the schedule but it also slightly decreases the number of slots transmitted by the gateway ECU. It is possible to observe from Table III that the execution time of the ILP increases significantly with the increasing number of signal receivers even for a similar number of signals and ECUs. It is caused by the signal aggregation which is not able to reduce the number of hyperedges in these instances.
V. CONCLUSION
Even if the Automotive Ethernet is being pursued to replace the currently used buses in vehicles, it will not be capable of handling high-critical applications in a reliable way in near future. Thus, the efficient FlexRay communication scheduling is a crucial problem for applications as x-by-wire or chassis control systems. The solution that aims to save the bandwidth by utilizing the benefits of the independent channels and efficient scheduling was described in the paper.
We developed the heuristic algorithm which decomposes the complex problem to two subproblems, the ECU-to-channel assignment subproblem and the channel scheduling subproblem, and iteratively solves the subproblems with modified values of the parameters. The proof of the NP-hardness and the efficient ILP model were provided for the ECU-to-channel assignment subproblem. Furthermore, the polynomial time local search algorithm, which returns a near-optimal solution, was designed to deal with the computational complexity of the exact algorithm. The channel scheduling subproblem for placing both fault-tolerant as well as non-fault-tolerant signals was solved heuristically by the first fit policy based algorithm. Obtained schedules are feasible according to the FlexRay specification.
The evaluation of the algorithm on the synthesized and real problem instances showed that utilizing the independent channels can save around 30% of the single channel bandwidth depending on the diversity of the signal recipients. The problem appeared to be sensitive to the percentage of faulttolerant signals in cases with a high percentage of common ECUs. This feature predetermines our approach mainly for applications where the percentage of fault-tolerant signals is not too high and the number of signal receivers is relatively small.
The gateway ECU usually interconnects the FlexRay bus with another bus (e.g. CAN) in practice. This feature should be implemented to the scheduler to provide the optimization of deterministic communication not only from the FlexRay point of view but the global car networking system point of view. This optimization problem is challenging as it involves an interaction of different communication schemes based on different paradigms. Moreover, new vehicle models are often created with respect to the previous vehicle models. The manufacturers also require reflecting this practice in the scheduling of the time-triggered communication.
For our future work, we are going to develop an incremental scheduling algorithm for the FlexRay static segment to comply with the requirements of manufacturers as well as to investigate possible methods of creating holistic communication schemes for the global car networking.
